
CITY OF DUBLIN.

ABSTRACT
OF

RETURN to an Order of the Honourable The House of Commons,

dated 11 June 1850;—/or,

COPY “ of. the Report made by the Commissioners appointed by the Lord

Lieutenant, under the Act 12 & 13 Viet., c. 85, s. 9, for dividing the City

of Dublin into new Wards.”

[Mem.—The Maps adverted to in this Report have not been printed ; they are deposited for reference

in the Library of the House of Commons.]

TO HIS EXCELLENCY GEORGE WILLIAM FREDERICK
EARL OF CLARENDON, k.g.,

LORD LIEUTENANT-GENERAL AND GENERAL GOVERNOR OF IRELAND.

May it please your Excellency,

WE, the Commissioners appointed by your Excellency, pursuant to the

9th section of the Statute of 12 & 13 Viet., c. 85, to divide anew the City of

Dublin into Wards, beg leave respectfully to lay before your Excellency the

result of our labours in that respect.

In proceeding under the Commission entrusted to us, we found our duties

regulated and determined by the 9th section of the Statute, whereby we are

directed, in the first instance, “ to divide anew the said Borough into Fifteen

Wards, and to determine and set out anew the extent, limits and boundary

lines of the said Wards of the said Borough, and what portions of the said

Borough shall be included therein respectively,” and then it is enacted, as direc-

tory of our proceedings, “ that in making such division, and determining the

extent, limits and boundary lines of each such Ward, the said persons so ap-

pointed shall have regard, as well to the number of persons rated to the relief

of the poor as to the aggregate amount of the sums at which all the said persons

shall be so rated.”

These enactments and directions we have interpreted to mean,

—

1st. That we should divide the Borough anew, without reference to the exist-

ing division, which by the 8th section of the Statute was declared to have been

found unequal and unsatisfactory.

2dly. That our division of the Wards should be territorial, allotting to each

Ward a distinct portion of the City limited to it, and having ascertained Boun-

daries ; and,

3dly. That in setting out the Wards, we should, as far as practicable, make

them equal to each other as regards the number of persons rated, and the aggre-

gate amount of the sums at which they are so rated in each Ward.

In proceeding, however, to apply these principles, we soon perceived the

extreme difficulty of being compelled to regard the number of persons rated,

and also the aggregate amount of the sums at which they were rated in respect

of each Ward, having also regard to a territorial distribution of the Wards.

• ,In the course of our inquiries, indeed, we found the City so unequally distri-

buted, as regards the amount of individual rating, that it appeared at one time alto-

gether impossible to attain the desired equality in allotting the Wards. On the

Eastern side of the City we found in particular districts an average individual

rating approaching to 100 /., and the average of the contiguous central district

above the average of the entire City ;
while on the Western side, in districts

more extensively spread out, the average of individual rating was less than 20 /.,

and even sunk in many places below 10 /.

These figures show that the application of the principle laid down for our

guidance to districts so situated, gives for the same number of persons rated, in

the former case, five times the aggregate amount of property which would be

given by the same number in the latter case.
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS FOR DIVIDING

The general irregularities, however, which we have instanced as applying to

the City at large, apply also, though in a lesser degree, to the several parts of

the City, and wr
e have endeavoured to avail ourselves of this circumstance, in

order to make the Wards as nearly equal as possible.

But it was obvious that some modification of the principle was indispensable,

and that it was necessary to regard the number of persons rated, and the aggre-

gate amount of rated property in each Ward, not separately, but in combination

with each other, in order to carry out the territorial distribution of the Wards,
to which we were equally bound ; that is, when the number of persons in a
Ward exceeded the average number of which a Ward should consist, the aver-

age amount of property should fall short in the same proportion, and vice versa.

But it was necessary to confine the amount of deviation in both respects

within as narrow limits as possible, lest we should infringe on the one principle

or the other, giving, in the one case, a constituency too contracted, and in the

other too little weight to property in the representation.

The limits accordingly, which, after much consideration, we proposed to our-

selves to attain, were, that in no instance should the number rated be less than

1,000, nor should the aggregate of property rated exceed 50,000/., the average

on the whole borough, as ascertained, by the rate-books, being 1,514 and 42,320
respectively.

We next sought for some general territorial principle, which should be
generally applicable, and distribute the City into Wards, according to some
uniform plan. The first which suggested itself was an arrangement of Wards
extending from the River to the outer Boundaries. The advantage of this form
would have been, that it would have given to each Ward a portion of the

suburban districts, on which any extension of the City may take place ;
but an

inspection of the Map (No. 2), which exhibits the distribution of property by
streets and blocks of buildings, will show such a distribution of the City to have
been, as a general rule, impracticable, not only from regard to numbers and
value, but from the want of leading and recognized boundaries.

We also tried a uniform distribution of the Wards, by making on the North
and South sides respectively, one central Ward, around which, and diverging

therefrom, the remaining Wards should be placed. This plan would also have
the advantage of uniformity. The central Wards would be representatives of
the existing City merely and entirely, whilst the others would have each a
similar capacity of enlargement or change. But we were met in this by the

same difficulties as before, viz. irregularity in the aggregate property and the

number of persons rated
;
with the want of leading communications.

This latter objection applied still more strongly to the next division we
attempted, viz. branching from the wealthy parts of the City, uniformly out-

wards in all directions, so as to give a portion of every class of property to evei-y

Ward. Indeed to any such division, if universally adopted, the same objection

applies, and it would be impossible to constitute such divisions without severing
contiguous houses, and having recourse to Boundaries in themselves arbitrary

and capricious, besides being liable to be obliterated, and to become the subject

of litigation hereafter.

We have endeavoured, however, to obtain the advantage of these several

arrangements as far as possible :

1 st. By distributing the suburban districts among as many Wards as we
could.

2 dly. By selecting for Central or City Wards the localities least liable to

change or variation, in comparison with the remaining portions of the City;

—

and,

3dly. By branching from the more wealthy portion of the City into the con-
tiguous districts around them in all the Wards which are situated in those
divisions of the town.

Accordingly, although we were unable to apply any one system to the
division of the entire City, it will be seen that, by using the principles we have
mentioned, as far as they could be practically applied, we have, in effect, arrived
at what we conceive to be a fair equalization throughout the whole. For instance,

in the Western Districts of the Southern City we have placed three Wards,
formed on the arrangement first contemplated.

This became practicable and necessary by reason of the wealthier portions of
these districts lying along the Quays, and the poorer portions extending thence

•

to
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THE CITY OF DUBLIN INTO NEW WARDS. 3

to the outer Boundary of the City, the combination of which enabled us to

extend these Wards from the River to the outer Boundary. Whereas on tire

Eastern side of the City it will be seen, by inspecting the Map, that the centre

of the wealth of the City, in regard to habitations, lies about the middle of a

line from Stephen’s Green to Merrion Square, while around this line, reaching

respectively to the River, and to the opter Boundary, are districts compara-

tively lower. Here, then, we found it necessary to arrange the Wards in such a

manner that each should have a portion of the districts so dissimilarly circum-

stanced.

Accordingly we have distributed five Wards on this plan, arriving thereby at

a fair combination of the principles by which we were guided.

There remains one central City Ward, which we think a fair representation

of the least changing part of the town
;
but still, as it was the least capable of

extension, it will be seen that we have given to it the greatest amount of value of

any Ward in the South City.

While thus stating, generally, the application of the principles we have

indicated, it is, however, to be observed, that occasional deviations necessarily

arise from our wish to use Streets as the Boundaries, as well as from the occasional

occurrence of public buildings and other exceptional circumstances. The diffi-

culty was thus increased in such localities as Merrion Square, for example, where

the blocks of buildings are so very high in value, and this also accounts for the

irregular shape the Wards sometimes present.

On the Northern side of the City,which did not require so many subdivisions,

our plans were easier of arrangement. Five of the Wards are laid out so as to

contain each a portion of the suburban districts, the wealthier parts of the town

being sufficiently distributed for equalization in two of them, leaving, as on the

South side one central Ward. But on this side we have not allotted a value to

the central Ward much greater than the average, as we felt that the advance-

ment of the City is chiefly on the South side, while on the North there is but

little appearance of any change which is likely to disturb the proportions arrived

at by our arrangement.

We have thus laid before your Excellency the principles upon which we

acted in carrying out the directions of the Statute. It was a work of con-

siderable difficulty, from the antagonism often presented to the application, in

a City like Dublin, of principles which require an equalization of numbers, and

an equalization of value in the several Wards. It was impossible to do this

entirely, and we were obliged to attempt an arrangement which respected rather

the object intended in directing us to regard these principles, than a direction

to effect what was impossible. Accordingly, it will necessarily result, from the

introduction of modifications, that apparent, though small irregularities, will

appear in the Wards recommended by us; such, however, must of necessity

arise in the application of any exact principles to practical purposes, still they

are guides to us even while we are unable exactly to follow the path they point

out, and what is required in their application is, that they be regarded as far as

Varying and contradictory circumstances permit.

We were not required by the Act to have regard to the River as a general

division of the City, nor to preserve the present number of six Wards on the

North, and nine on the South
;
but we found the River to be the division of the

City for Poor Law purposes ;
and that the averages of numbers rated, and

amount of property which would be furnished by the above number of Wards,

were so near the general averages, that we felt the utility of adhering to that

division : the numbers are— Ratings. Property.

Average of North City -

Average of South City - - -

General Average, considering the City as a whole

- £.42,472
42,22b

42,320

In regard to the practical method we adopted to realize these general prin-

ciples, our first step was to obtain copies of the rate-books from the North and

South Dublin Unions, in order to ascertain the number of tenements rated to

the relief of the poor, and the value on which each rate was made. This infor-

mation was furnished by these books in the utmost detail, but it was arranged

by Streets for the convenience of the collectors ;
and our object was to asceitain

the number of tenements, and the value of every block of buildings bounded by

adjacent streets, because, as we have already said, we were desirous ot using the

streets themselves as Boundaries. This, however, we were enabled to effect
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4 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS FOR DIVIDING

very readily by means of the large City Maps of the Ordnance Survey. These
Maps are constructed on a scale sufficiently large to exhibit every house and
holding in the City, besides being replete with topographic detail of the highest

value. It was then only necessary to write the figures of value on each house,

and then add them together in any groups we found desirable. This was a

work of great labour, but, when completed, it presented, as it were, a topographic

tabulation of the whole City before us, and at once placed our subsequent pro-

ceedings on a certain and satisfactory basis. The accumulated results were

then transferred to smaller Maps; and the Map No. 2
,
to which we have already

referred, has been coloured, in order to convey to the eye the several stages of

value more readily than can be done by numerous figures. By inspection of

this Map, what we have before stated will be at once seen, how, on the South

side of the River, for example, the darkest masses of colour, which indicate the

highest aggregate of rated property, lie for the most part together, embracing
the distfict around Stephen’s Green and Merrion and Fitzwilliam Squares, while

the Western districts of the City are of a tint which grows fainter and fainter.

Accordingly, the Wards on the West are necessarily much larger than those

in the East, taken in general ;
while, nevertheless, each of those Eastern Wards

will be found to branch outwards from its dark portion into holdings of a lighter

colour.

In the central districts there is a somewhat greater uniformity in what may
probably be considered the trading Wards.

The same remarks apply to the Northern division of the City in its several

districts.

On the whole, we venture to lay the result of our labours before your Excel-

lency, with a full sense that the division into Wards which we propose is

less perfect than we could have wished, but not without hope that it may be

found as satisfactory as, under all circumstances, we could be expected to have

made it.

The several Tables and Maps which accompany the Report will be found to

furnish the necessary explanations in detail.

In the course of our inquiries we received valuable information from the

Town Clerk, and from the Clerks of the respective Poor Law Unions, and

generally, in all parties to whom we applied, we found the greatest readiness to

afford every information in their power.

We have only to add, when we had provisionally and in rough draft arrived

at the plan on which we have acted, we caused Maps to be constructed, showing

our intended arrangements, accompanied with explanatory Tables. These we
exhibited for public inspection, inviting attention thereto by advertisements in

all the Dublin newspapers, and also by communications sent by us directly to

the Town Clerk of the corporation, and to the Secretary of the Chamber of

Commerce.
Our purpose was, that while our arrangements still existed as merely pro-

visional, and capable of amendment, an opportunity might be afforded to all

persons interested in the matter to make suggestions for improvement, or

to point out such defects as their practical knowledge might enable them to

discover.

In consequence of the advertisements and these communications, a great

number of influential persons in the City, nearly all the Aldermen and Coun-

cillors of the corporation, and a deputation from the Chamber of Commerce,

attended at our office, and inspected the Maps and Tables ; we gave every con-

sideration to the suggestions which were made, and we believe that, in general,

the arrangements pointed out to them were considered satisfactory.

It may be proper to state, that, inasmuch as our duty was to divide anew the

Borough intoWards without reference to its former division, and as, in pursuance

thereof, we have made an entirely new arrangement, we have thought it advis-

able to give new names to the 15 Wards set out by us, in order to avoid the

confusion which must necessarily arise by leaving the former name now to

represent an entirely different locality ;
and it will be perceived that, in adopt-

ing the names which we have given to the respective Wards, we have regarded

the several principles already announced by us as applied to the different locali-

ties in the Borough. We have>

(signed) Thcf A. Larcom.

Dublin, 22 November 1849. David Lynch.
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THE CITY OF DUBLIN INTO NEW WARDS.

-TABLE showing the Number of Premises rated of each Class of Value in the several Wards now in use in the

Borough of Dublin, under the Statute 3 & 4 Vict.,c. 108, s. 20, and in those proposed under the Statute 12 & 13 Yict.

c. 85, s. 9, with the same reduced to equivalent Decimals.

WARDS now in use under 3 & 4 Viet., c. 108, s. 20.

TOTAL
Number

NUMBER OF PREMISES RATED AT

NUMBER.

College

Merrion

St. Stephen’s

St. Andrew’s

Castle -

St. Patrick’s

St. Audeon’s

St. Catherine’

St. James’s -

St. Paul’s -

Four Courts

Linen Hall -

St. George’s

Post Office -

Custom House



6 REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS FOR DIVIDING

I.—Table of Premises rated of each Class of Value in the several Wards in the Borough of Dublin—continued.

WARDS proposed under 12 & 13 Viet. c. 85, s. 9.

NUMBER OF PREMISES RATED AT TOTAL
Number

ofNUMBER. NAME.
Under £.20 £. 30 £. 40 £. 50 £. 100

and under and under and under 1 remises

£. 10. £. 20. £ 30. £.40. £ 50. £. 100. upwards. rated.

X South Dock - 206 187 285 170 52 46 261 104 1.371

2 Trinity 158 156 363 196 123 90 176 85 1,347

3 South City - 33 55 223 166 137 106 202 H9 1,041

4 Royal Exchange - 43 117 237 212 I56 115 26l 82 1,223

5 Mansion House 36 107 179 180 128 57 236 98 1,021

Cfl 6 Fitzwilliam - 73 76 124 187 108 112 223 150 1,053

7 Wood Quay - 204 334 7U 345 128 49 40 6 1,817

8 Merchants’ Quay - 373 492 673 226 110 61 50 19 2,004

9 Usher’s Quay 418 394 614 218 147 78 86 22 1,977

lO Arran Quay • 379 397 86l 344 137 30 3° 8 2,186

IX Inn’s Quay - 177 253 392 337 230 140 156 16 1,701

f X 2 North City - 29 199 231 269 159 Hi 251 51 1,330

55 13 Rotunda 78 124 133 170 173 120 307 102 1,207

1+ Mountjoy 327 262 393 204 l80 167 171 4. i,745

15 North Dock - 269 346 412 230 113 68 215 34 1,687

DECIMAL PROPORTION OF PREMISES RATED AT

NUMBER. NAME.
Under £. 5 £. 10 £.20

and under

£. 30
and under

£. 40 . £. 50 £. 100
Proportion.

.

£.10. £.20. £. 30. £. 40. £.50. £. 1O0. upwards.

j South Dock - X’500 •878 •752 •806 •430 -582 1-526 1-368 7-842

2 Trinity •887 •732 •958 •929 10l6 1-140 1-030 1-119 7'8i1

South City - •185 •258 •588 •787 1-566 7-039

4 Royal Exchange - •241 •550 •625 1-005 1-289 1-455 1-527 1-079 7771

% 5 Mansion House •202 •502 •472 •853 1-057 •721 1-380 1-290 6-477

6 Fitzwilliam - •4IO •356 •327 886 •900 1-418 1-304 1-973 7-574

7 Wood Quay - IM46 1-570 1-876 1-635 1-057 •620 •234 •080 8-218

8 Merchants’ Quay - 2-095 2'310 1-775 1-071 909 772 •292 •249 9'473

L 9 Usher’s Quay 2-348 1-850 1-620 1-033 1-214 •987 •503 290 9-845

10 Arran Quay - x-805 1-510 2-131 1-318 830 •270 •160 •200 8-234

xi Inn’s Quay - •843 963 •970 1-301 1-400 1-261 •820 •381 7-939

12 North City - •138 •757 •572 1-038 •963 1-271 1-335 1-170 7-244

13 Rotunda •371 •471 •319 •656 1-050 1-081 1-633 2-430 8-021

14 Mountjoy 1*557 X'000 •973 •787 1-091 1-500 •910 rooo 8818

. 15 North Dock - X'28t 1-316 1-020 •888 •685 •612 1-143 •809 7-754

2.—TABLE
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THE CITY OF DUBLIN INTO NEW WARDS.

2.—TABLE showing the relative Equality of the several Wards proposed under the Statute

12 & 13 Viet., c. 85, s. 9, obtained by combining the Number of Premises Rated with the

Total Amount of Property Rated in each Ward ; and a like Table for the Wards now in

use in the Borough of Dublin, under the Statute 3 & 4 Viet., c. 108, s. 20.

WARDS now in use, under 3 & 4 Viet. c. 108, s. 20.

Number Amount Decimal iroportio nal Value of the

of
Amo nf

Nu uber. NAME. Premises Property
of General

Rated iu each Rated in eacli Premises Property

Ward. Ward. "
Ward. Ward.

£.

1 College - 1,332 39,io8 ’933 •926 •859

2 Merrion - - - 1,326 52,098 ’929 1-234 •163

St. Stephen’s 1,150 77,523 •805 1-836 •641

K St. Andrew’s L514 69,059 ro6o 1 633 •693

£ Castle - 1,156 31,237 •809 •739 548
O 6 St. Patrick’s 2,146 1-503 1-049 •552

St. Audeon’s 1,767 28,169 1237 667 •904

8 St. Catherine's 1,167 17,209 817 •408 -225

9 St. James’s - 1,296 21,365 •908 •506 414

10 St. Paul’s - 16,344 •590 •385 975
.. 1

1

Four Courts 17,773 •811 •418 •229

Linen Hall - 1-154 1-242 •396

§ St. George's 1,883 66,431 1-147 1-564 •711

A Post Office - 1,222 ri 02 846

15 Custom House 2,556 54,748 1’557 1-289 •846

Premises Poor Law Premises Poor Law

Rated. valuation.

£. £.

Total of South City - 12,851 380,051 Average of South City - 1, 28 42,228

Total of North City- 9.856 254-833 Average of North City 1,642 42,472

General Total - 22,707 634,884 General Average - 1,514 42,326

WARDS proposed under 12 & 13 Viet. c. 85, s. 9.

Number Amount
Decimal proportional Va ue of the

N NAME.
of

Premises

Rated in each

Ward.

of

Property

Rated in each

Ward.

Number
of

Premises

Rated in each

Ward.

Amount
of

Property

Rated in each

Ward.

General

Aggregate-

South Dock
£.

47,446 •960 1-124 2-084

2 Trinity ... 1,347 48,640 •934 1-152 2-095

3 South City - - - 1,041 49,759 •729 1-907

4 Royal Exchange - 1,223 47,958 •857 .-.36 1-993

B 5 Mansion House - 1,021 44,024 •715 1-043 '•758

c2 6 Filzwilliam... i ,053

1,817

1-146 1-883

7 Wood Quay 29,117 1-273 •689 1-962

8 Merchants’ Quay - 2,004 29,769 1-403 705 2-108

9 Usher’s Quay i ,977 34,939 1-384 827 2-211

io Arran Quay 2,186 3D937 1-331 •753 2-084

• 11 Inn’s Quay - 41,060 1-036 967 2-003

H 12 North City - 1,330 45,614 8l0 1-074 1-884

O Rotunda ... 1,207 50,720 735 1-194 l-929
A •4 Mountjoy ... i ,745 41 ,49 * 1-063 •977

£ North Dock 1,687 43,975 1-027 1-035
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